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Countdown to the American Elections

Last week the Chief Executive’s 
Club at Queen’s and the School of History 
and Anthropology hosted a lecture by Dr 
Matthew Whitaker entitled “Barack 
Obama, Hope, Change, and the American 
2012 Election.” Both the lecture and the 
question and answer session that followed 
it were predictably pro-Obama. On this 
side of the Atlantic the choice between 
Obama and Mitt Romney would appear to 
be a no-brainer. Obama appears 
charismatic, clever, and reasonable. He 
supports marriage equality and health 
care reform. Hell, he even sings Al Green 
songs at fundraisers. Obama has 
constructed an image for himself as the 
antithesis of George W. Bush. By 
comparison Romney is robotic and gaffe-
prone. His wife’s dressage horse 
competed at the Olympics. He disparaged 
47% of Americans for being “dependent” 
on government. He defines middle-class 
income as somewhere between $200,000 
and $250,000. Romney is a caricature of 
the one percent and it seems unlikely that 
Obama could lose the election to such an 
opponent. Amidst all the effusive praise 
for Obama at last week’s lecture, however, 
one lone critical question stood out. How 
can we reconcile the image of Obama as 
the charismatic and progressive liberal 
with his role in sanctioning drone warfare?

Last summer it was revealed that 
Barack Obama, the 2009 recipient of the 
Nobel Peace Prize, personally oversees a 
“kill list” for drone strikes in Yemen and 
Pakistan. More disturbingly still, it was 
revealed that for the purposes of these 
drone strikes a militant (or more bluntly, a 
legitimate target) is defined as any 
military-aged male who happens to be in 
the vicinity of the strike zone. If they are 

present, the Obama administration’s logic states, 
they are more than likely to be involved in terrorist 
activities. According to a report on drone warfare by 
the American think tank The Brookings Institution, 
however, for every militant killed in a drone strike in 
Pakistan ten civilians have also died.

These revelations shatter Obama’s image as 
a progressive liberal but they have barely made a 
dent in his election campaign. In fact, according to 
the New Statesman domestic US opinion polls show 
an 83 percent support rate for drone strikes. It would 
seem that many in America share Dr Whitaker’s 
assessment  of  the  situation.  Dr.  Whitaker  gave  a 
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perfunctory answer to the question stating that 
Obama had not labelled himself as a 
progressive, he had that label thrust upon him 
and in any case you do not get to be President 
of the United States without a strong 
nationalistic streak. This answer casually 
sweeps the issue aside because it does not fit 
with the rhetoric of hope and change. Moreover, 
it claims nationalism and patriotism as 
justification for the use of drones.  In Europe we 
like to roll our eyes at the extreme levels of 
patriotism one witnesses in the United States 
but patriotism should not be a mask or a 
justification for jingoism, and drone warfare 
strikes me as rather more jingoistic than 
nationalistic. 

Drones, so-called for the noise they 
make, can be used for surveillance or armed 
with missiles and bombs. When they fly 
overhead people on the ground can hear them 
and see them and are aware of their purpose. 
This seems to me to fall under the definition of 
terrorism. Drones are tools used to literally 
terrorize the people living in these countries. 
What’s more, there is a shocking lack of 
transparency and accountability associated with 
drone strikes. The process of choosing targets 
and launching attacks falls solely under the 
jurisdiction of the President and the CIA who 
routinely invoke “state secret” privileges to shut 
down legal challenges. So far the use of drone 
strikes has been justified as self-defence under 
Article 51 of the UN charter. The problem with 
this argument is that Article 51 refers only to 
warfare between two states and the US is not 
at war with Pakistan. It is, however, involved in 
a protracted and nebulous “war on terror.”

In 2008 Obama campaigned on a 
promise to end the unilateralism of the Bush-
era foreign policy. During his historic speech in 
front of the Brandenburg Gate in July of that 

year he spoke of finally bringing the Iraq War to 
a close and shutting down Guantanamo. He 
asked the thousands strong crowd “Will we 
reject torture and stand for the rule of law?” It 
would seem that Obama has answered his own 
question with a resounding no. After four years 
in office Obama has proven himself to be just 
as hawkish and as short-sighted as George W. 
Bush. It is surely reasonable to assume that 
with every civilian death and every new orphan 
created by Obama’s drone strikes he also 
creates new justifications for extremism and 
widens the divide between the West and the 
Middle East. Jingoistic, hawkish foreign policy 
will not suppress Al Qaeda or end extremism. 
Speaking about the U.S. role in provoking the 
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in 1979 
President Jimmy Carter’s national security 
advisor Zbigniew Brzezinski famously 
remarked: “What is more important in world 
history? The Taliban or the collapse of the 
Soviet empire? Some agitated Muslims or the 
liberation of Central Europe and the end of the 
Cold War?" Well, it’s thirty years later and we 
have our answer to that question. Obama may 
be a more palatable candidate than Mitt 
Romney but his promises of hope and change 
have fallen flat. And in thirty years what 
consequences will we be facing as a result of 
clumsy foreign policy in the present?

Travel tips
Crawfordsburn Country Park

Before winter settles in, take your chance for a nice walk 
by the sea ! Crawfordsburn is situated between Belfast 

and Bangor, along the Belfast Lough, facing 
Carrickfergus. The path is rather well indicated and really 

easy. You can follow it along the sea – maybe even see 
some seals ! - or go towards the woodland, which also has 

some nice waterfalls. This is a family-friendly walk with 
plenty of car parks !

Check out more on www.walkni.com

http://www.walkni.com/
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“Believe only half of what you see 
and nothing that you hear.”

 Edgar Allan Poe

Quote of the month :

Belfast Fashion Hotspots Stacey Graham

Belfasts high street is a thriving shopping hot-spot, with big names such as H&M and Topshop. 
However, the city has a lot more to offer the style savvy amongst you. Whether you're after the 
latest trends of the season, or hunting for a classic, vintage piece to wear for years to come, you 
can be sure to find something in one of Belfast's hidden boutiques.

 Liberty Blue, Lombard Street, Town Centre.

Liberty Blue is a treasure trove of all things lovely. It stocks 
pretty dresses, cute tops and an assortment of 
accessories and jewellery. It's filled with quirky, individual 
pieces. 

 Fran and Jane, Lisburn Road (opposite Starbucks)

Boasts a range of clothing, shoes and accessories. Best for 
dresses or something special. Great selection of beautiful 

and elegant formal dresses. They have a sale on at the 
moment... perfect for picking up a unique party dress in time 

for Christmas.

Harrison, Lisburn Road (few doors up from Starbucks)

Harrison caters for a range of ages and styles. They really have 
something for everyone. From skinny jeans to pretty dresses. 

Best for jeans and winter boots.

Rusty Zip, Botanic Avenue

Chances are you have already spotted this one down Botanic. The 
Rusty Zip is Belfast's leading vintage store. And fellas- this is one for 
you too as they stock both guys and girls clothing. This really is a must! 
They have a selection of vintage clothing, accessories and jewellery as 
well as loads of costumes perfect for Halloween!

Even better... The Rusty Zip do 'Student Sundays' every week. Giving 
us students 10% off all items. Make sure you remember your student 
card!
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All-Ireland Football Final Alison Meagher

On Sunday 23rd  September, for only 
the second time in their history, Donegal 
were crowned All-Ireland football champions. 
Exactly twenty years since their first historic 
win, Jim McGuinness’s men saw off a defiant 
Mayo side by a scoreline of 2-11 to 0-13 to 
ensure that Sam Maguire’s destination for 
2012 would be the hills of Donegal, and that 
victorious captain Michael Murphy could 
jubilantly and breathlessly proclaim “We’ve 
got him” on the steps of the Hogan Stand.

The match itself threatened to be an 
entirely one-sided affair from the beginning, 
as two early goals from Murphy and Colm 
McFadden meant that the reigning Ulster 
champions commanded a seven point lead 
inside the opening eleven minutes. However, 
a spirited counter attack between the 26th 
and 33rd  minute saw Kevin McLoughlin and 
Michael Conroy fire two points over the 
crossbar for Mayo. Two perfectly converted 
frees from Cillian O’Connor brought the 
margin to just three points, which is how it 
remained when the half-time whistle blew. 

It was in the second half, however, 
that Donegal proved their worth as the better 
team. Just as they have done throughout this 
year’s championship, against Tyrone, against 
Kerry and against early favourites Cork, they 
piled on the pressure whilst their now 
legendary defence remained a fortress 
against James Horan’s men from Connacht. 
As Karl Lacey and Rory Kavanagh toiled and 
battled in the centre of the field, Murphy and 
McFadden helped themselves to a clutch of 
points, while Frank McGlynn also ensured 
his name ended up on the scoresheet of this 
historic match. Although Enda Varley, Richie 
Feeney and Jason Givens all gave the Mayo 
fans behind the Hill 16 goal something to 
cheer about by sending the ball over the bar 
in the closing stages, it soon became 
apparent that the favourites going into the 
match would also be the victors and that 
Mayo’s 51-year “curse” remained destined to 
go unbroken at least another year.

 

When Maurice Deegan blew the full-time 
whistle, the opening strains of “Jimmy’s Winning 
Matches” echoed around Croke Park as the green 
and gold patches of the stadium erupted into 
joyous celebration. Because “Jimmy” McGuinness 
hasn’t just won matches, he has won the hearts of 
an entire county and the respect of football fans 
from much further afield (tales of his greatness 
have even spread as far as Anfield if rumours are 
to be believed...). Given that the north-west region 
has been one of the worst damaged by Ireland’s 
current economic difficulties, the people of 
Donegal are particularly deserving of something to 
celebrate. In the two short years he has been in 
charge of the Donegal senior squad, McGuinness 
has not only lifted many spirits, but the 
unparalleled work ethic which he has instilled in 
his players, the concept that hard work and the 
right attitude means that the sky is truly the limit, 
may just be the greatest gift that the Glenties man 
has bestowed upon his county. 

Match for Michaela
You too can have your chance to see the 
All-Ireland champions Donegal in action as 
they take on an Ulster Allstars side in a 
charity match in honour of the late 
Michaela McAreavey. The match will take 
place at Casement Park, Belfast on 
Saturday November 3rd. Tickets are just 
€10 and are available from GAA County 
Boards or www.tickets.ie 

http://www.tickets.ie/
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Halloween Top 5 Spooky Films of all time !

I do love a good scary film, especially at this time of year. Here’s my guide to the classics (in no 
particular order) that keep getting better with every watch and, if you’re like me, will have you 
sleeping with the lights on afterwards for at least three nights.

1) The Exorcist (1973)
From rotating heads to projectile green vomit, The 

Exorcist is still a classic. While some find it ‘far-fetched’ 
and ‘laughable’, I still find it deeply disturbing.

2) The Omen Trilogy (1976 – 1981)
Has to be the original! What’s not to love? – 
Gregory Peck, Damien the devil child, scary 
birds and crazy monkeys; all set to a brilliantly 
haunting classical soundtrack. What’s most 
creepy about this film though is the series of 
events that happened during the making of it, 
causing speculation as to whether or not the 
film was “cursed”.

3) Halloween (1978)
A young Jamie Lee Curtis stars in this 1978 thriller in which a 

psychotic murderer institutionalized since childhood for the murder 
of his sister, escapes and stalks a bookish teenage girl and her 

friends. One of the first real edge-of-your-seat films that has aged 
brilliantly and has become synonymous with THAT theme-tune.

4) The Shining (1980)
“Here’s Johnny!” Jack Nicholson is petrifying in Stanley 
Kubrick’s film based on the novel of the same name by 
Stephen King.

5) The Silence of the Lambs (1991)
This chilling cannibalistic tale starring Anthony Hopkins as 

Hannibal Lecter and Jody Foster as Clarice Starling, a young 
FBI trainee, is now recognised as a horror masterpiece. 

Interesting fact: Gene Hackman and Michelle Pfeiffer originally 
turned down the offer to play the two lead roles as they got 

‘nervous’ about the subject matter.
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The term Halloween is derived from the older 
phrase ‘All Hallowed Evening’ and was coined around 600 
years ago. It was to precede the “Day of All Saints,” on 
November the 1st  which was meant to represent the 
veneration of the saints who died as martyrs. All Hallowed 
Evening was supposed to be characterised by devotion to 
prayer and fasting. While such religious zeal is an unlikely 
modern practice, the Halloween festival continues to be 
celebrated in many countries today. This festival has its 
original roots in occult and pagan practices in the form of 
apple bobbing, the jack o’ lantern, witches, lost souls and 
druidism. If there was to be an alternative film list, based 
on themes of saintly heroes or epic good what might be in 
the all time All Hallowed Evening film listing ? 

Not so fond of horror films ? Looking for good costume ideas ? Have a look at these...

Halloween Alternative Films Alison Metoudi

The Star Wars trilogy of films directed by George Lucas, Richard Marquand (Return of The Jedi) 
and Irvine Kershner (The Empire Strikes Back) has plenty to offer Halloween revellers and saints 
alike. Luke Skywalker has an uncanny similarity to the theme of a child “saviour,” of lowly birth who 
redeems the worlds from the slavery and wicked rule of the Seths (corrupt monks) who have given 
themselves to the dark side. Light sabres to the ready this Halloween!
The Matrix  trilogy directed by the Wachowski brothers has plenty of religious references once 
more as Neo, whose name is an anagram for “The One,” is dressed stylishly in black with super 
human powers that can only be accessed through self belief. Neo journeys in the ship named the 
Nebuchadnezzar (an ancient biblical name for a corrupt king who later repents) whilst on his 
mission to save the planet. Neo alone can deliver the human race from the tyranny of 
technological control. The gothic look, hair gel, designer shades and gear, along with some slick 
moves are essentials to get this characteristic look right for Halloween.
Star Trek was originally a well known sixties hit series, written by Gene Roddenberry, which later 
spawned 6 feature films and other spin off TV series. The non violent codes and values of the 
original ‘trekkies,’ as they navigated through 23rd century galactic space and time were a reminder 
of the christian mandate to value others and live at peace with your neighbour, even if your 
neighbour is a weird looking alien who is intent on destroying your spaceship or home planet. The 
‘trekkie’ cult has since developed and continues to attract fully costumed fans from all over the 
world. To boldly go where no costume has gone before, might be the motto for a ‘trekkie’ take on 
Halloween replete with a Klingon translation if needed.

The Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe was first written as part of an 
epic fantasy series of novels by C. S. Lewis. It was later adapted as a screenplay by Christopher 
Markus and Stephen McFeely. Four children discover a mythic world of noble beasts and 
creatures, which then fall under the spell of an evil witch. The door to this world is located on an 
old brown wardrobe in their uncle’s house. It has since been found on the first floor of the McClay 
Library at Queens University Belfast! Enter if you dare! 

The Lord of The Rings  trilogy directed by Peter Jackson, is a screen interpretation of J.R.R. 
Tolkien’s novel. Tolkien was a contemporary of C.S. Lewis and what both writers had in common 
was the aim of offering a new mythic vision and interpretation of christianity. Glamorous elfs, 
zombie like creatures, monsters, wizards and magic complete the picture of a mythic and visual 
sensation. All of this could be an apt basis for a Halloween extravaganza, where the beautifully 
costumed subjects representing good or evil fight it out.
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SUPER THURSDAY

Is it a bird? Is it a plane? No, it’s Super… Thursday.
Yes, THURSDAY!
In case you didn’t know, last Thursday (October 11th) 

is known in the publishing industry as Super Thursday; that 
is, it’s considered the best date for getting a book out in time 
for it  to make  a  big  impact  on  sales  over  the  Christmas 

Mark McGahon

period. Over 200 books hit the shelves on Thursday alone, with consumers likely to be interested 
in titles by Robert Harris, Peter Hitchens and Philip Pullman among others.

And these authors have a lot to gain from having their books on the shelves by Super 
Thursday as well. Last year, ten hardbacks released on Super Thursday made over £1million each 
and while generally sales are down this year, the period between Super Thursday and the 
beginning of the new year is expected to witness people spending over £200million on printed 
books alone; that’s about 20% of the annual sales on books.

The authors weren’t the only ones working round the clock to get their books out on time, 
though. The marketing drive has really stepped up a gear for some publishing companies, as you 
may notice over the coming weeks: there’s a social media campaign advertising Steve Coogan’s 
fictional autobiography of his alter-ego Alan Partridge; several titles are being serialised in national 
newspapers; and many are holding glitzy launches.

So, now you know about, will the hype still get to you?

The Shakespeare Secret
Fiona McMenemy

Looking for a good novel to read in the dark on 
Halloween night ? Well, go for Jennifer Carrell's The 
Shakespeare Secret  (published in the US as Interred with 
Their Bones) ! This novel will appeal to all, Shakespeare 
freaks and murder-stories fans alike. 

The plot revolves around Kate Stanley, a 
Shakespeare scholar and director, who is putting up a new 
production of Hamlet  at the Globe in London. Her former 
thesis supervisor, Roz Howard, with whom she had fallen 
out, suddenly reveals to her that she has found a ground-
breaking secret and wants Kate to take on the quest. But 
when Roz is found dead, Kate is caught despite herself in a 
formidable investigation on the lost works of Shakespeare 
together with a race against death.

The readers travel with Kate in all the Shakespeare-related spots 
around the globe, from London to the deep American west to Harvard. 
English students be reassured, Jennifer Carrell is an actual Shakespeare 
scholar and made sure to include notes in the end to let her readers know 
facts from fiction. Not too fond of Shakespeare ? No worries, this book is 
so riveting that you'll soon forget you once didn't care about The Bard !

This is by far the most gripping book I've read this year, and do you 
know what's best ? It now has a sequel, The Shakespeare Curse  (Haunt 
Me Still for the US edition) !
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In recent years, the Ulster Operatic Company 
has brought a number of contemporary musicals to 
the local stage. In particular, the company have been 
known to produce rock musicals, including Jonathan 
Larsons’s ‘Rent’ (the story of a group of impoverished 
young artists and musicians struggling to survive in 
New York under the shadow of HIV/AIDS) and 
Andrew Lloyd Webber’s ‘Jesus Christ Superstar’ (a 
musical based loosely on the Gospel’s account of the 
last week of Jesus’ life).

This year, the Ulster Operatic Company 
produced Rogers and Hammerstein’s classic musical 
‘Oklahoma’ at the Grand Opera House, Belfast. Set 
in Oklahoma Territory outside the town of Claremore 
in 1906, it tells the story of cowboy Curly McLain and 
his romance with farm girl Laurey Williams. The show 
ran from 9th – 13th October and played mostly to 
half-filled audiences (perhaps this is a sign of how 
hard the theatre scene in Belfast has been hit by the 
current economic climate). However, this did not 
affect the positive audience reception as the players 
received standing-ovations after every performance. 
The audience enjoyed singing along with the 
orchestra through well-known musical classics, such 
as ‘Oklahoma’, ‘Many a New Day’ and ‘Oh, What a 
Beautiful Morning’, under the sleek musical direction 
of Wilson Shields.

The direction of Tony Finnegan is always of a 
high standard as he pays close attention to detail and 
with no exception, he was easily able to breathe life 
into this somewhat dated musical. A highlight for both 
cast and audience was the addition of a Shetland 
pony, who made his entrance during the finale with 
Curly and Laurey (played by Kieran Griffiths and 
Núala Ní Mhainnín respectively) behind in the surrey. 
Timmy Bell played the part of tap dancing farmer Will 
Parker and along with his flirtatious lover Ado Annie 

Oklahoma !
Brooke Allen

(played by local actress Karen 
Hawthorne), the two made for a hilarious 
comedy duo. Other stand out 
performances included Alison McCalister 
as the sensible but humorous Aunt Eller, 
Ross Chambers as the peddler Ali Hakim 
and notably Karl McGuckin, who played 
villain Jud Fry. The forty-plus ensemble 
wowed the audience in entertaining 
chorus scenes and creative dance 
numbers choreographed by award-
winning choreographer Wendy Mairs. The 
large and complex set was handled with 
ease under the stage management of 
Clare Donnelly and made for a visual 
treat.

Overall, this was a fantastic 
performance of an classic musical, with 
high energy sustained throughout from a 
fabulous front line and ensemble.

Have you always yearned to 
tread the boards? Dreamed of 
seeing your name in lights? 
The Ulster Operatic Company 
is always on the look out for 
new members. For more details 
please contact our secretary 
meike.white@ntlworld.com 
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Enjoy baking, savouring 
fabulous cakes, and 

chatting  with friends ?
Come and join Queen's 

Cake Club !

Check out QUB Cake Club 
facebook group and 
http://qubcakeclub.blogspot.co.uk/
 for more info and recipes !

You need :
For the muffins :

- 115 gr/ 4 oz of plain flour
- 50 gr/ 1,8 oz of sugar
- 1 tablespoon of baking soda
- 1 egg
- 125 gr/ 4,4 oz of plain yoghurt
- 50 gr of butter
- a pinch of salt
- 1 tablespoon of cocoa powder

For the topping :
- 6 tablespoons of dulce de leche
- 6 tablespoons of chocolate vermicelli
- liquorice
- jelly beans

1. Sift together the flour, sugar, baking soda and cocoa powder.
2. In another bowl, beat the egg with the yoghurt.
3. Add the melted butter and the pinch of salt to it.
4. Mix the two preparations without mixing them too much.
5. Bake the muffins for 25 mn in the pre-heated oven.

6. Once the muffins have cooled down, brush them with dulche de leche and sprinkle the 
chocolate vermicelli on top.
7. Add the liquorice for the legs and the jelly beans for the eyes.

Want to practice your 
French ? Look up 
more recipes on 

www.odelices.com  

Bon appétit !

Spider Muffins

http://qubcakeclub.blogspot.co.uk/
http://www.odelices.com/
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Did you know ? 
Halloween Traditions

Ducking for apples
Ducking or ‘bobbing’ for apples dates back to when the 
Romans conquered Britain, bringing with them the apple 
tree, a representation of the goddess of fruit trees, Pomona. 
The combination of Pomona, a fertility goddess, and the 
Celts’ belief that the pentagram was a fertility symbol began 
the origins of bobbing for apples. When an apple is sliced in 
half, the seeds form a pentagram-like shape, and it is 
thought that the manifestation of such a symbol meant that 
the apple could be used to determine marriages during this 
time of year.

Trick or Treating
Now a somewhat rhetorical 
question as children are solely 
interested in gathering up treats, 
this custom was born out of the 
tradition of going from door to 
door in disguise, to which the 
North American custom of saying 
“trick or treat” was added in the 
twentieth century. The activity is 
prevalent in th United States, 
Canada, United Kingdom, 
Republic of Ireland, France, 
Puerto Rico, and northwestern 
and central Mexico. Originally, the 
“trick” was a threat to perform 
mischief on the homeowners or 
their property if no treat was 
given.

Dressing up
The Halloween costume has a relatively short history. Among 
the earliest references to wearing costumes at Halloween is 
in 1895, where “guisers” are recorded in Scotland. Early 
costumes emphasized the pagan and gothic nature of the 
holiday, but by the 1930s costumes based on characters in 
mass media such as film, literature, and radio were popular. 
Halloween was originally promoted as a children’s holiday, 
and as a means of reining in the wicked and destructive 
behavior of teenagers. Early Halloween costumes were 
aimed at children in particular, but after the mid-20th century, 
as Halloween increasingly came to be celebrated by adults, 
the Halloween costume was worn by adults as much as 
children.

Carving Pumpkins
The carved pumpkin, or ‘jack-o’-lantern’, is associated chiefly with the holiday of Samhain and 
Halloween and was named after the phenomenon of strange light flickering over peat bogs, called 
ignis fatuus or jack-o’-lantern. In a jack-o’-lantern, typically the top is cut off, and the inside flesh 
then scooped out; an image, usually a monstrous face, is carved out, and the lid replaced. The 
tradition of carving a lantern started in Scotland and Ireland where it was traditionally carved from 
a turnip, and in England where a beet was used. They were created on All Hallows’ Eve and left 
on the door step to ward off evil spirits. Once the tradition moved to the US, it was adapted to 
carving the fruit of the pumpkin plant as they were more readily available, bigger and easier to 
carve.
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PG Ads

If you would like to advertise in the PG Voice, 
contact us at : pg.voice@qub.ac.uk

The PG Voice is always  looking 
for new contributors : If you feel 
like joining the PG Voice team 

for regular or occasional 
articles, let us know !

Ulster Bank Belfast Festival at Queen's
19th October -4th November 2012

Dance, music, theatre, visual arts, film, classical and world music will all 
come to life in many forms during this autumnal event. This year 
promises a world of talent on your doorstep. Already announced for this 
year's festival are Lesley Garrett, Jon Richardson, Van Morrison and 
Ladysmith Black Mambazo to name just a few. 

Belfast Fashion Week
13th - 21st October 2012

The event, which will take place across various venues in the city, will 
include kids’ shows and workshops sponsored by The OUTLET at W5 

as well as chic afternoon teas at the Merchant Hotel, the Diet Coke 
Design Award, the Fashion ReFound project and the super stylish Style 

Sunday event at James Street South restaurant as well as the main 
catwalk shows in the Europa FASHIONWEEK Centre. 

More on 
http://www.gotobelfast.com

 

Halloween Metro Monster Mash
Odyssey Complex,
28th October 2012, 2pm

There's something chilling in the air and some spooky goings-on as 
Belfast gets ready for its annual Halloween spooktacular. The Metro 
Monster Mash will offer entertainment for all the family, especially for 
all those young witches and wizards. Celebrations will feature live on-
stage music and dance performances, street theatre and walkabout 
entertainers, breathtaking fire shows, face painters, wacky 
workshops and special guests. Don't forget to come in your 
spookiest costume for the chance to win some great prizes! 
Entertainment will finish at 6pm with the biggest fireworks display in 
Northern Ireland.Skyfall Charity Screening

Movie House, Dublin Road,
25th October 2012, 7.30pm

Be one of the first to see the much anticipated latest James 
Bond film, Skyfall. An exclusive charity screening of the the 
movie will be held at the Movie House, Belfast while the film 
goes on general release to the public on Friday 26th  October. 
The screening will be jointly in aid of Save the Children and 
Threshold - a local mental health charity. A limited number of 
tickets are available on a first come, first served basis at £20 
per person and include a glass of champagne and canapes. To 
buy tickets, please phone Box Office 028 9024 5700 or email  
Bondtickets@aol.com

mailto:pg.voice@qub.ac.uk
http://www.gotobelfast.com/
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